European societies have changed dramatically in the last decades and
immigrants have obviously played a major role. The influence of immigration
on the world of fashion can be seen in the adoption of allochthonous cultural
expression
in
European
societies.
There seems to be a trend towards ”exoticism” in styles created by fashion
industries.

Alexander McQueen
Alexander McQueen was a British fashion designer and couturier who pushed fashion
limits to a different extreme. He juxtaposed such philosophical abstractions with the
concrete symbols of nationalism, and the continued fascination of modern nations with
primitivism and naturalism.

McQueen invoked the Romantic to exoticise and frame
the African as ‘primitive’: “What I do is look at the
ancient African tribes, and the way they dress, there’s a
lot of tribalism in the collections.” In It’s a Jungle Out
There (autumn/winter 1997–98), which was “inspired
by the Thomson’s gazelle” (“the poor critter” at the
bottom of Africa’s food chain) there’s brown skin,

Jean-Paul Gaultier
Many of Gaultier's collections have been based on street wear, focusing on
popular culture. He caused shock by using unconventional models for his
exhibitions, like older men and full-figured women, pierced and heavily
tattooed models, and by playing with traditional gender roles in the shows.
The collection «les tatouages» was inspired by tribal,
African and Indian patterns, piercing was also used, which
showed an interest in “global village chic” and
“multicultural fashion”.

He went down Mexico way. He had a mariachi band. He had gauchos, sombreros, striped
peasant blankets, Spanish shawls, and cigars. He had a conquistador moment—and then he
was into the jungle, weaving leaves with indigenous peoples.
Talking about the accessories, he was inspired by the Aztec emperors and warriors.

In his couture collection he was inspired by Russian lifestyle mixed with
folkloristic style. He showed wondrous visions dreamed up from religious icons,
folk art, and Asiatic ethnic costumes. A babushka's black shawl, done up in
pompom-trimmed velvet fishnet, delicately rested over a lace blouse with vast
puff sleeves. This collection was named as “hippie deluxe” style.

Valentino for Africa
The new Valentino collection designed by
Maria Grazia Chiuri and Pierpaolo Piccioli is
dedicated to Africa and to different cultures,
thought to describe the necessity and the origin
of a new aestetic and ethical sensitivy through
fashion.

For more than a year, tens of thousands of
refugees from Senegal, Nigeria, Eritrea, Mali,
Gambia, and elsewhere have been making the
harrowing journey across the Mediterranean to
southern Italy.
And this is what the Valentino designers want
to counteract.
“The message,” added Piccioli, “is tolerance.
And the beauty that comes out of crosscultural expression.”

“Fashion can give a message” said Chiuri. “We
think every person coming here is an individual,
and we can show that we can improve ourselves
by understanding other cultures.“ The designers
did a lot of research to educate themselves, and
this resulted in some gorgeous fusions between
Italian and African traditions. They met in the
textiles and the way Chiuri and Piccioli carried out
tribal treatments in their couture show. Pagan
necklaces appeared in white ceramic suggesting
teeth or shells, Roman sandals added ebony heels
and they produced Masai-derived patterns.
Both designers pointed out that their respectful
borrowings are hardly new; they are part of a
history of Western assimilation that goes back to
Picasso and Braque’s embrace of African art in the
1920s, which, Chiuri said, “was the birth of
modernism in art.”
In the end, though, while customers may not even
notice the roots of the cotton printed Valentino
dresses they are buying, it is that the designers
have used this opportunity to make clear where
they stand on an issue very close to home.

Elsa Schiapparelli

The stylist had her first inspiration from an Armenian
refugee.

She had the idea of the collection and the refugee created it
according to her cultural style.

Her most important clothes come from different cultures,
such as the African or the Cubist one. She had the
opportunity to meet people who inspired her because they
were immigrants who came to Italy.

In March 2015 Riccardo Tisci presented a great menswear
collection, somewhere between darkness and warm Persian carpets
for Givenchy’s following fall-winter. It focuses on a large
proposition of Persian carpets and iconic patterns Sometimes subtly,
sometimes in a colorful total look.

At the time of his Spring ’16 Givenchy show in New York, Riccardo Tisci said the event marked an ending,
putting a cap on his first 10 years at the house. That made his Fall show a new beginning.
Why not turn to Egypt, the cradle of civilization?
The Carreau du Temple was transformed into a wooden maze for this occasion like the inside of
pyramids.

It was a new, simple touch, full of
psychedelia and mysticism.
Mandalas decorated blouses and dresses,
and the Eye of Horus and other Egyptian
symbols appeared on print frocks.

According to Karl Lagerfeld "It's much more inspiring not to
go to places than to go“. Therefore he has never been to
India.
The theme "Paris-Bombay" was a reminder that Europe's
fashion industry has increasingly been inspired by India to
produce extravagantly handworked pieces.
Paris and Bombay blended beautifully in pearl-swagged
tweeds, in a raw silk tunic over leggings, in paisleys, or side
asymmetries in ivory silk.
The elegance of a lightly peplumed jacket
matching skirt in ivory silk was simply French chic.

and

Chanel Resort 2018 show took a deep inhalation of pure antiquity. Chanel does Ancient Greece.
“The criteria of beauty in ancient then classical Greece still hold true. There have never been more beautiful
representations of women. Or more beautiful columns. The entire Renaissance, in fact, was based on antiquity.”
Karl Lagerfeld says.

